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Contemporary Approaches to Moral Education provides a framework of management practices based on more recent trends, such as globalization, theory Z concepts, McKinsey’s 7-S approach, excellence models, productivity and quality issues, etc. With the appearance of global entities like the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the European Economic Community (EEC), we are all now operating in a global economy. Our managers now need to think globally even while operating in the domestic market. We are losing our market shares even in our domestic market because of competition from foreign companies. Hence, the Theory of Moral-Cognitive Development: A Socio-Psychological Assessment by Georg Lind, Moral Competence and Democratic Personality by Georg Lind, Johann-Ulrich Sandberger, and Tino Bargel, Testing for Moral Judgment Competence by Georg Lind and Roland Wakenhut. Studies in the Philosophy and Psychology of Moral Judgment and Education. With a foreword by Lawrence Kohlberg. Re-publication of selected chapters. Original page numbers in [red].